1. Pick up your teacher bag and make sure that your chaperones have their chaperone bags filled with art activity materials (each chaperone bag has material packs for 6 students).

2. Your docents will lead you to the Mesoamerican and Andean Art gallery on the third floor.

3. You will pass out the art activity handouts in your tote. Chaperones will hand out clipboards and art packs to each student.

4. Read the instructions with your students, answer their questions, and encourage them to explore nearby galleries with chaperones.

STUDENTS HAVE INSTRUCTIONS IN THEIR PACKS IN ENGLISH, SPANISH, CHINESE, AND VIETNAMESE :)
5. Support students as they work through the different prompts. Ask them to share in small groups about what they observed in the galleries. If students finish the art activity early, you can pass out sketch paper or lead a conversation about a work of art.

6. **Clean up:** (about 10 minutes before docent switch-off time)
   - Students put all materials back in their packs
   - Students keep their handouts (or give them to chaperones to hold)
   - Chaperones collect their 6 student packs and put them back in their bags
   - You collect any additional materials that you handed out
   - Return to the Mesoamerican and Andean Art gallery to switch with the other group

**NOTES:**
- There is extra sketching paper for students who finish early in your bag.
- Encourage students to check out our smartphone tour for artworks to explore, audio tour commentary, and a digital map: [visitsam.org/explore](http://visitsam.org/explore)